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Fall 2017
Yazoo County Educational Center

Yazoo County Center
Healthcare CPR
Cost: $25.00
Date: October 10,2017
Time: 5:00pm-4 hours
Instructor: Genette Pierce, RN

CPR for healthcare providers cover such important topics. These include basic methods of
cardiopulmonary resuscitation for adults, children, and infants, human physiology,
emergency scene assessment, and step-by-step emergency response processes. These
valuable skills provide the basic ability to respond quickly when a person suffers sudden
cardiac arrest. Keeping your CPR skills fresh and your certification current is the best way
to ensure procedures to save lives.

Computer for the Beginner
Cost: FREE
Dates: Mondays, September 11-October 9,2017
Time: 6:00pm-8:00pm-10 hours
Instructor: Kanelia Williams

During this workshop participants will learn about hardware and software, files and
folders, Window components such as media player, flash drives, different ports and
cleaning up the system. Beginning with a short introduction of the history of computers,
trainees will follow with learning about computers, and conclude with things to consider
before e-mailing.

Fundamental of Sewing for Beginners
Cost: $25.00
Dates: September 26, 2017-October 31,2017
Time: Tuesdays-5:30pm-7:30pm-12 hours
Instructor: Carlean Gower

You will learn the basics of sewing, how to thread, how to use and maintain your machine and how to read
and use a pattern. Projects will include making a standard pillowcase and making an apron from a
purchased pattern. No experience needed.
Required: Sewing machine with bobbins, dressmaker shears, seam ripper, thread, tape measure, dressmaker
pencil or chalk, machine and hand sewing needles, straight pins, notepad and pen.
Pillowcase supplies: 3/4 yard 100% cotton, 45” wide favorite fabric, 1/4 yard 100% cotton, 45” wide
complimentary fabric, all-purpose thread to match.
Additional project supplies will include purchased pattern, fabric and notions. The remaining supply list will be available
on the first night.

*Limited Seats Available

